The Barbara Family Tent
Centre County Grange Fair

Directions to South 3, Tent 9
at the Centre County Grange Fair

From Headquarters:
Take West Rhone Avenue, (also known as North 1) past the Playground behind Headquarters to Cherry Tree Row. Turn Left on to Cherry Tree Row. South 3 is also known as Arney Avenue according to official maps; however Arney Avenue technically ends at Cherry Tree Row. Our tent is on the left, nine tents in from Cherry Tree Row. Look for the white lattice fence with a gate.

Alternately from directly in front of Headquarters, turn left and proceed down Sharer Avenue to the small general store. Turn Right at the general store onto Arney Avenue and proceed straight ahead across Cherry Tree Row. Our tent is on the left as above.

From the South Parking Area (Gate 3 in Centre Hall or Gate 4 off Rt. 45):
While alternative routes exist, the easiest way to find our tent is to follow Pressler Street in the South Parking area to either Cherry Tree Row or Sharer Avenue. In either case, head toward the midway and turn left at Arney Avenue. On Sharer Avenue, look for the small general store and on Cherry Tree Row, look for South 3.

From the North Parking Area (Gate 1 in Centre Hall or Gate 4 off Rt. 45 if directed):
Again, while alternative routes exist, the easiest way to find our tent is to follow Main Street to Cherry Tree Row. Then Follow Cherry Tree Row and make a right onto South 3 looking for the white lattice fence.

Alternately, from the Centre Hall Side of the fair and Stage area, proceed down Garbrick Avenue past the Grange and Commercial buildings to Harry's Bingo Stand and East Rhone Avenue. Turn right on to East Rhone Avenue, considered the “Midway” and proceed to Headquarters the follow the directions From Headquarters above.

It is advisable to avoid entering the grounds through Gate 2 on the Centre Hall side because of traffic congestion. Gate 2 is used mainly for deliveries, emergency vehicles and pedestrian access. If you choose to park in Centre Hall and walk in using Gate 2, proceed through the gate and up East Rhone Avenue to Headquarters.

See You at the Fair!